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This volume contains studies of texts that have come down to us from pre-Conquest times, thus enhancing our
knowledge of Anglo-Saxon England.
In tenth- and eleventh-century England, Anglo-Saxon Christians retained an old folk belief in elves as extremely
dangerous creatures capable of harming unwary humans. To ward off the afflictions caused by these invisible
beings, Christian priests modified traditional elf charms by adding liturgical chants to herbal remedies. In
Popular Religion in Late Saxon England, Karen Jolly traces this cultural intermingling of Christian liturgy and
indigenous Germanic customs and argues that elf charms and similar practices represent the successful
Christianization of native folklore. Jolly describes a dual process of conversion in which Anglo-Saxon culture
became Christianized but at the same time left its own distinct imprint on Christianity. Illuminating the creative
aspects of this dynamic relationship, she identifies liturgical folk medicine as a middle ground between popular
and elite, pagan and Christian, magic and miracle. Her analysis, drawing on the model of popular religion to
redefine folklore and magic, reveals the richness and diversity of late Saxon Christianity.
Bringing together scholarship on multilingual and intercultural medieval Britain like never before, The
Encyclopedia of Medieval Literature in Britain comprises over 600 authoritative entries spanning key figures,
contexts and influences in the literatures of Britain from the fifth to the sixteenth centuries. A uniquely
multilingual and intercultural approach reflecting the latest scholarship, covering the entire medieval period and
the full tapestry of literary languages comprises over 600 authoritative yet accessible entries on key figures,
texts, critical debates, methodologies, cultural and isitroical contexts, and related terminology Represents all the
literatures of the British Isles including Old and Middle English, Early Scots, Anglo-Norman, the Norse, Latin and
French of Britain, and the Celtic Literatures of Wales, Ireland, Scotland and Cornwall Boasts an impressive
chronological scope, covering the period from the Saxon invasions to the fifth century to the transition to the
Early Modern Period in the sixteenth Covers the material remains of Medieval British literature, including
manuscripts and early prints, literary sites and contexts of production, performance and reception as well as
highlighting narrative transformations and intertextual links during the period
Anglo-Saxon England was the first publication to consistently embrace all the main aspects of study of AngloSaxon history and culture - linguistic, literary, textual, palaeographic, religious, intellectual, historical,
archaeological and artistic - and which promotes the more unusual interests - in music or medicine or
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education, for example. Articles in volume 38 include: The Passio Andreae and The Dream of the Rood by
Thomas D. Hill, Beowulf off the Map by Alfred Hiatt, Numerical Composition and Beowulf: A Re-consideration by
Yvette Kisor, 'The Landed Endowment of the Anglo-Saxon Minster at Hanbury (Worcs.) by Steven Bassett,
Scapegoating the Secular Clergy: The Hermeneutic Style as a Form of Monastic Self-Definition by Rebecca
Stephenson, Understanding Numbers in MS London, British Library Harley by Daniel Anlezark, Tudor
Antiquaries and the Vita 'dwardi Regis by Henry Summerso and Earl Godwine's Ship by Simon Keynes and
Rosalind Love. A comprehensive bibliography concludes the volume, listing publications on Anglo-Saxon
England during 2008.
Anglo-Saxon England: Volume 24
The Women of England
Catalogue of Manuscripts Containing Anglo-Saxon
Coming of Christianity to Anglo-Saxon England
Cnut the Great
Reissue with new introduction of hardback edition of classic anthology of Anglo-Saxon poetry and prose.
This reissue of Neil Ker's great Catalogue includes Ker's own twelve-page Supplement of additions and corrections originally
published in volume V of the journal of Anglo-Saxon England. The work includes all manuscripts written in the vernacular earlier
than approximately 1200 A.D., and examines the two hundred principal manuscripts in which Anglo-Saxon occurs in the form of
short notes, glosses, and scribbles. In addition, the volume provides a valuable appendix that includes manuscripts written in
Anglo-Saxon by continental scribes.
Most Old English literature was translated or adapted from Latin: what was translated, and when, reflects cultural development and
the increasing respectability of English.
The Anglo-Saxon Literature Handbook presents an accessible introduction to the surviving works of prose and poetry produced in
Anglo-Saxon England, from AD 410-1066. Makes Anglo-Saxon literature accessible to modern readers Helps readers to overcome
the linguistic, aesthetic and cultural barriers to understanding and appreciating Anglo-Saxon verse and prose Introduces readers to
the language, politics, and religion of the Anglo-Saxon literary world Presents original readings of such works as Beowulf, The
Battle of Maldon, The Wanderer, The Seafarer, and The Anglo-Saxon Chronicle
A Social History of England From Anglo-Saxon Times
The Political Thought of King Alfred the Great
Capital and Corporal Punishment in Anglo-Saxon England
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Reengaging History
A History of England Under the Anglo-Saxon Kings, Vol. 1 of 2 (Classic Reprint)
("A Quoi Tient la Supériorité Des Anglo-Saxons.")

Ecclesiastical History of England - Also the Anglo-Saxon chronicle. With illustrative notes, a map of Anglo-Saxon
England and a general index is an unchanged, high-quality reprint of the original edition of 1894. Hansebooks is editor
of the literature on different topic areas such as research and science, travel and expeditions, cooking and nutrition,
medicine, and other genres. As a publisher we focus on the preservation of historical literature. Many works of
historical writers and scientists are available today as antiques only. Hansebooks newly publishes these books and
contributes to the preservation of literature which has become rare and historical knowledge for the future.
Oxford Scholarly Classics is a new series that makes available again great academic works from the archives of Oxford
University Press. Reissued in uniform series design, the reissues will enable libraries, scholars, and students to gain
fresh access to some of the finest scholarship of the last century.
No description available.
Anglo-Saxon lexicography studies Latin texts and words. The earliest English lexicographers are largely unidentifiable
students, teachers, scholars and missionaries. Materials brought from abroad by early teachers were augmented by
their teachings and passed on by their students. Lexicographical material deriving from the early Canterbury school
remains traceable in glossaries throughout this period, but new material was constantly added. Aldhelm and Ælfric Bata,
among others, wrote popular, much studied hermeneutic texts using rare, exotic words, often derived from glossaries,
which then contributed to other glossaries. Ælfric of Eynsham is a rare identifiable early English lexicographer, unusual
in his lack of interest in hermeneutic vocabulary. The focus is largely on context and the process of creation and
intended use of glosses and glossaries. Several articles examine intellectual centres where scholars and texts came
together, for example, Theodore and Hadrian in Canterbury; Aldhelm in Malmesbury; Dunstan at Christ Church,
Canterbury; Æthelwold in Winchester; King Æthelstan's court; Abingdon; Glastonbury; and Worcester.
History of England, Vol. 2 of 2
Anglo-Saxon Superiority: to what it is Due
Origin of the Anglo-Saxon Race
Anglo-Saxon England: Volume 35
Anglo-Saxon England:
The Encyclopedia of Medieval Literature in Britain
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Excerpt from History of England, Vol. 2 of 2: Under the Anglo-Saxon Kings At this time the great synod was held at
Clovesho, after which it appears that Beornwulf led a powerful army against the East Angles, with the design of
punishing them for their submission to Ecgberht, and replacing them under the supremacy of Mercia. Beornwulf was
defeated and fell in a battle between the two nations. A similar fate attended his kinsman and successor Ludeca,2 who,
to avenge the death Of his pre decessor, had invaded the territory Of the East Angles. About the Publisher Forgotten
Books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books. Find more at www.forgottenbooks.com This book is
a reproduction of an important historical work. Forgotten Books uses state-of-the-art technology to digitally reconstruct
the work, preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy. In rare cases, an
imperfection in the original, such as a blemish or missing page, may be replicated in our edition. We do, however, repair
the vast majority of imperfections successfully; any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state
of such historical works.
This book is a comprehensive study of political thought at the court of King Alfred the Great (871–99). It explains the
extraordinary burst of royal learned activity focused on inventive translations from Latin into Old English attributed to
Alfred's own authorship. A full exploration of context establishes these texts as part of a single discourse which placed
Alfred himself at the heart of all rightful power and authority. A major theme is the relevance of Frankish and other
European experiences, as sources of expertise and shared concerns, and for important contrasts with Alfredian thought
and behaviour. Part I assesses Alfred's rule against West Saxon structures, showing the centrality of the royal
household in the operation of power. Part II offers an intimate analysis of the royal texts, developing far-reaching
implications for Alfredian kingship, communication and court culture. Comparative in approach, the book places
Alfred's reign at the forefront of wider European trends in aristocratic life.
The Idea of Anglo Saxon England, 1066-1901 presents the first systematic review of the ways in which Anglo-Saxon
studies have evolved from their beginnings to the twentieth century Tells the story of how the idea of Anglo-Saxon
England evolved from the Anglo-Saxons themselves to the Victorians, serving as a myth of origins for the English
people, their language, and some of their most cherished institutions Combines original research with established
scholarship to reveal how current conceptions of English identity might be very different if it were not for the discovery
– and invention – of the Anglo-Saxon past Reveals how documents dating from the Anglo-Saxon era have greatly
influenced modern attitudes toward nationhood, race, religious practice, and constitutional liberties Includes more than
fifty images of manuscripts, early printed books, paintings, sculptures, and major historians of the era
A seminal biography of the underappreciated eleventh-century Scandinavian warlord-turned-Anglo-Saxon monarch who
united the English and Danish crowns to forge a North Sea empire Historian Timothy Bolton offers a fascinating
reappraisal of one of the most misunderstood of the Anglo-Saxon kings: Cnut, the powerful Danish warlord who
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conquered England and created a North Sea empire in the eleventh century. This seminal biography draws from a
wealth of written and archaeological sources to provide the most detailed accounting to date of the life and
accomplishments of a remarkable figure in European history, a forward-thinking warrior-turned-statesman who created
a new Anglo-Danish regime through designed internationalism.
Anglo-Saxon England
The Coming of Christianity to Anglo-Saxon England
The Idea of Anglo-Saxon England 1066-1901
Bede's Ecclesiastical History of England (Classic Reprint)
Kingship, Legislation and Power in Anglo-Saxon England
An Introduction to Anglo-Saxon England

This book covers the emergence of the earliest English kingdoms to the establishment of the Anglo-Norman monarchy in
1087. Professor Stenton examines the development of English society, describes the chief phases in the history of the AngloSaxon Church, and studies the unification of Britain begun by the kings of Mercia, and completed by the kings of Wessex.
The result is a fascinating insight into this period of English history.
This book is more than a general account of the conversion of the Anglo-Saxon kingdoms. It is a probing study of the way in
which Christianity was fashioned in England, giving full weight to the variety and wealth of the process of christianization,
as it was carried out by churchmen who, according to Mayr-Harting, prepared themselves by prayer and study and travel as
well as by social awareness to christianize their world.
Latin books are among the most numerous surviving artifacts of the Late Antique, Mediaeval, and Renaissance periods in
European history; written in a variety of formats and scripts, they preserve the literary, philosophical, scientific, and
religious heritage of the West. The Oxford Handbook of Latin Palaeography surveys these books, with special emphasis on
the variety of scripts in which they were written. Palaeography, in the strictest sense, examines how the changing styles of
script and the fluctuating shapes of individual letters allow the date and the place of production of books to be determined.
More broadly conceived, palaeography examines the totality of early book production, ownership, dissemination, and use.
The Oxford Handbook of Latin Palaeography includes essays on major types of script (Uncial, Insular, Beneventan,
Visigothic, Gothic, etc.), describing what defines these distinct script types, and outlining when and where they were used. It
expands on previous handbooks of the subject by incorporating select essays on less well-studied periods and regions, in
particular late mediaeval Eastern Europe. The Oxford Handbook of Latin Palaeography is also distinguished from prior
handbooks by its extensive focus on codicology and on the cultural settings and contexts of mediaeval books. Essays treat of
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various important features, formats, styles, and genres of mediaeval books, and of representative mediaeval libraries as
intellectual centers. Additional studies explore questions of orality and the written word, the book trade, glossing and
glossaries, and manuscript cataloguing. The extensive plates and figures in the volume will provide readers wtih clear
illustrations of the major points, and the succinct bibliographies in each essay will direct them to more detailed works in the
field.
Essays examining how punishment operated in England, from c.600 to the Norman Conquest.
Elf Charms in Context
Historical Sketch of the Progress and Present State of Anglo-Saxon Literature in England (Classic Reprint)
Under the Anglo-Saxon Kings (Classic Reprint)
The Southern English Kingdoms, 757–865
Bonds of Secrecy
Being the Collected Papers of Frank Merry Stenton
Narratives of monastic life in Anglo-Saxon England depict individuals as responsible agents in the
assumption and performance of religious identities. To modern eyes, however, many of the ‘choices’ they
make would actually appear to be compulsory. Stealing Obedience explores how a Christian notion of
agent action – where freedom incurs responsibility – was a component of identity in the last hundred
years of Anglo-Saxon England, and investigates where agency (in the modern sense) might be sought in
these narratives. Katherine O'Brien O'Keeffe looks at Benedictine monasticism through the writings of
Ælfric, Anselm, Osbern of Canterbury, and Goscelin of Saint-Bertin, as well as liturgy, canon and civil
law, chronicle, dialogue, and hagiography, to analyse the practice of obedience in the monastic context.
Stealing Obedience brings a highly original approach to the study of Anglo-Saxon narratives of
obedience in the adoption of religious identity.
Excerpt from A Social History of England From Anglo-Saxon Times: For Upper and Middle Forms But it
seems to be the only way to account for certain modern conditions of no small importance, which cannot
be fully understood till their history is known and this, one may believe, is the chief, if not the only, value
of Social History as an educational subject. About the Publisher Forgotten Books publishes hundreds of
thousands of rare and classic books. Find more at www.forgottenbooks.com This book is a reproduction
of an important historical work. Forgotten Books uses state-of-the-art technology to digitally reconstruct
the work, preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy. In rare
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cases, an imperfection in the original, such as a blemish or missing page, may be replicated in our
edition. We do, however, repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully; any imperfections that
remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works.
Excerpt from A History of England Under the Anglo-Saxon Kings, Vol. 1 of 2 An epoch of great
convulsions would scarcely seem to be consistent with the developement of the higher forms of life.
Perhaps my estimate of the Middle Ages, which is rather more favourable than that commonly taken, has
been coloured by the same tendency to believe in growth rather than in sudden and violent revolutions.
It is difficult to study a literature and laws that are as English as our own in spirit and purpose without
feeling that we have inherited good as well as evil from the past. About the Publisher Forgotten Books
publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books. Find more at www.forgottenbooks.com This
book is a reproduction of an important historical work. Forgotten Books uses state-of-the-art technology
to digitally reconstruct the work, preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in
the aged copy. In rare cases, an imperfection in the original, such as a blemish or missing page, may be
replicated in our edition. We do, however, repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully; any
imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works.
Help students get the most out of studying medieval history with this comprehensive and practical
research guide to topics and resources. * Covers 100 significant events across four continents, between
410 C.E. and 1485 C.E. * Offers an easy-to-use chronological organization that facilitates research and
saves time for students, faculty, and librarians * Includes an annotated bibliography of primary source
materials for each topic
The Oxford Handbook of Latin Palaeography
For Upper and Middle Forms (Classic Reprint)
Anglo-Saxon England: Volume 20
The Elizabethan Invention of Anglo-Saxon England
Law, Spirituality, and the Literature of Concealment in Early Medieval England
A Study of the Settlement of England and the Tribal Origin of the Old English People
The relationship between Anglo-Saxon kingship, law, and the functioning of power is explored via a number of different angles.
Excerpt from Bede's Ecclesiastical History of England Chronicles of anglo-saxon History. Although of limited dimensions, they
present us with a most extraordinary num ber of facts arranged chronologically, and form a mass of history such as no other nation
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of Europe possesses. About the Publisher Forgotten Books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books. Find more
at www.forgottenbooks.com This book is a reproduction of an important historical work. Forgotten Books uses state-of-the-art
technology to digitally reconstruct the work, preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy.
In rare cases, an imperfection in the original, such as a blemish or missing page, may be replicated in our edition. We do,
however, repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully; any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the
state of such historical works.
Twelve interdisciplinary, bibliographical essays investigate the primary and secondary source materials on the active participation
of women in English law, society, and manners.
What did it mean to keep a secret in early medieval England? It was a period during which the experience of secrecy was
intensely bound to the belief that God knew all human secrets, yet the secrets of God remained unknowable to human beings. In
Bonds of Secrecy, Benjamin A. Saltzman argues that this double-edged conception of secrecy and divinity profoundly affected the
way believers acted and thought as subjects under the law, as the devout within monasteries, and as readers before books. One
crucial way it did so was by forming an ethical relationship between the self and the world that was fundamentally different from its
modern reflex. Whereas today the bearers of secrets might be judged for the consequences of their reticence or disclosure,
Saltzman observes, in the early Middle Ages a person attempting to conceal a secret was judged for believing he or she could
conceal it from God. In other words, to attempt to hide from God was to become ensnared in a serious sin, but to hide from the
world while deliberately and humbly submitting to God's constant observation was often a hallmark of spiritual virtue. Looking to
law codes and religious architecture, hagiographies and riddles, Bonds of Secrecy shows how legal and monastic institutions
harnessed the pervasive and complex belief in God's omniscience to produce an intense culture of scrutiny and a radical ethics of
secrecy founded on the individual's belief that nothing could be hidden from God. According to Saltzman, this ethics of secrecy not
only informed early medieval notions of mental activity and ideas about the mind but also profoundly shaped the practices of
literary interpretation in ways that can inform our own contemporary approaches to reading texts from the past.
An Alternative History of Britain
Remembering, Forgetting, Deciphering, and Renewing the Past
The Anglo-Saxon Age
Ashgate Critical Essays on Early English Lexicographers
From Anglo-Saxon Times to the Present : Interpretive Bibliographical Essays
The Anglo Saxon Literature Handbook

Anglo-Saxon EnglandOxford Paperbacks
Excerpt from Historical Sketch of the Progress and Present State of Anglo-Saxon
Literature in England Being unacquainted with what is termed the lite rary world, I had
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neither friendship to mislead on the one hand, nor resentment to gratify on the other, in
commenting on the works which it was necessary to mention. My sole aim has been, in all,
nothing to extenuate, nor set down aught in malice. About the Publisher Forgotten Books
publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books. Find more at
www.forgottenbooks.com This book is a reproduction of an important historical work.
Forgotten Books uses state-of-the-art technology to digitally reconstruct the work,
preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy.
In rare cases, an imperfection in the original, such as a blemish or missing page, may be
replicated in our edition. We do, however, repair the vast majority of imperfections
successfully; any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state
of such historical works.
This volume illustrates some of the exciting paths of enquiry in Anglo-Saxon studies.
Since its founding in 1943, Medievalia et Humanistica has won worldwide recognition as
the first scholarly publication in America to devote itself entirely to medieval and
Renaissance studies. Since 1970, a new series, sponsored by the Modern Language
Association of America and edited by an international board of distinguished scholars and
critics, has published interdisciplinary articles. In yearly hardbound volumes, the new
series publishes significant scholarship, criticism, and reviews treating all facets of
medieval and Renaissance culture: history, art, literature, music, science, law,
economics, and philosophy. Volume thirty-one in the new series contains six original and
refereed articles that represent a reengagement with history. They focus on a variety of
topics, ranging from reception theory in Andreas Capellanus and the ideal sovereign in
Christine de Pizan to peasant rebel leaders in late-medieval and early-modern Europe. Don
Monson's article makes good usage of Jauss's reception theory and analyzes the third
Dialogue of Book I, Chapter 6 of De Amore in a thorough and intelligent way. Important
aspects of the relationship between "scientific" Latin treaties and Provençal courtly
poetry are neatly demonstrated. Karen Gross examines structural and thematic resemblances
between the Aeneid and De Casibus, arguing that Anchises' "pageant of future Roman
worthies" (Aen. VI) is connected to the frame structure of De casibus. The author is
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interested in "global similarities, not local verbal echoes," and believes that the
"structure resonances" have implications for "how Boccaccio understood the interaction
between history and poetry, between the living and the dead." Especially thoughtprovoking and original are the discussion of the motif of father/son piety and
commemoration and the contrast of Virgil's fortuna in Roman history and Boccaccio's in
world history. Daisy Delogu's article on Christine de Pizan is a timely one, and also
represents reengagement with history th
Also the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle. With Illustrative Notes, a Map of Anglo-Saxon England and
a General Index
Popular Religion in Late Saxon England
Money and Power in Anglo-Saxon England
Anglo-Saxon England: Volume 37
Laurence Nowell, William Lambarde, and the Study of Old English
Volume 1: Old English
This groundbreaking study of coinage in early medieval England is the first to take account of the very significant additions to the
corpus of southern English coins discovered in recent years and to situate this evidence within the wider historical context of AngloSaxon England and its continental neighbours. Its nine chapters integrate historical and numismatic research to explore who made
early medieval coinage, who used it and why. The currency emerges as a significant resource accessible across society and, through
analysis of its production, circulation and use, the author shows that control over coinage could be a major asset. This control was
guided as much by ideology as by economics and embraced several levels of power, from kings down to individual craftsmen.
Thematic in approach, this innovative book offers an engaging, wide-ranging account of Anglo-Saxon coinage as a unique and
revealing gauge for the interaction of society, economy and government.
Taking a similar approach to his successful If Rome Hadn't Fallen, Timothy Venning explores the various decision points in a
fascinating period of British history and the alternative paths that it might have taken.Dr. Timothy Venning starts within an outline of
the process by which much of Britain came to be settled by Germanic tribes after the end of Roman rule, as far as it can be
determined from the sparse and fragmentary sources. He then moves on to discuss a series of scenarios, which might have altered the
course of subsequent history dramatically. For example, was a reconquest by the native British ever a possibility (under 'Arthur' or
someone else)? Which of the Anglo-Saxon kingdoms might have united England sooner and would this have kept the Danes out?
And, of course, what if Harold Godwinson had won at Hastings? While necessarily speculative, all the scenarios are discussed within
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the framework of a deep understanding of the major driving forces, tensions and trends that shaped British history and help to shed
light upon them. In so doing they help the reader to understand why things panned out as they did, as well as what might have been.
Anglo-Saxon England is the only publication which consistently embraces all the main aspects of study of Anglo-Saxon history and
culture - linguistic, literary, textual, palaeographic, religious, intellectual, historical, archaeological and artistic - and which promotes
the more unusual interests - in music or medicine or education, for example. Articles in volume 35 include: Record of the twelfth
conference of the International Society of Anglo-Saxonists at Bavarian-American Centre, University of Munich, 1-6 August 2005;
Virgil the Grammarian and Bede: a preliminary study; Knowledge of whelk dyes and pigments in Anglo-Saxon England; The
representation of the mind as an enclosure in Old English poetry; The origin of the numbered sections in Beowulf and in other Old
English poems; An ethnic dating of Beowulf; Hrothgar's horses: feral or thoroughbred?; 'thelthryth of Ely in a lost calendar from
Munich; Alfred's epistemological metaphors: eagan modes and scip modes; Bibliography for 2005.
Anglo-Saxon England is the only publication which consistently embraces all the main aspects of study of Anglo-Saxon history and
culture - linguistic, literary, textual, palaeographic, religious, intellectual, historical, archaeological and artistic - and which promotes
the more unusual interests - in music or medicine or education, for example. Articles in volume 37 include: Record of the thirteenth
conference of the International Society of Anglo-Saxonists at the Institute of English Studies, University of London, 30 July to 4
August 2007; The virtues of rhetoric: Alcuin's Disputatio de rhetorica et de uirtutibus; King Edgar's charter for Pershore (972); Lost
voices from Anglo-Saxon Lichfield; The Old English Promissio Regis; 'lfric, the Vikings, and an anonymous preacher in Cambridge,
Corpus Christi College (162); Re-evaluating base-metal artifacts: an inscribed lead strap-end from Crewkerne, Somerset; AngloSaxon and related entries in the Oxford Dictionary of National Biography (2004); Bibliography for 2007.
The Birth of England
Preparatory to Anglo-Saxon England
Stealing Obedience
The Anglo-Saxon World
Narratives of Agency and Identity in Later Anglo-Saxon England
The Culture of Translation in Anglo-Saxon England
The discovery of the Staffordshire Hoard in 2009 has captured the imagination and stimulated renewed interest
in the history and culture of the Anglo-Saxons. The discovery poses some interesting questions. Who owned the
treasure and how did they acquire it? Was it made locally or did it originate elsewhere? Why was it buried in an
obscure field in the Staffordshire countryside? To answer these questions, Martin Wall takes us on a journey
into a period that still remains mysterious, into regions and countries long forgotten, such as Mercia and
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Northumbria. This is a story of the Dark Ages and the people who lived in them, but darkness is in the eye of the
beholder. This book challenges our notions of these times as barbaric and backward to reveal a civilization as
complex, sophisticated and diverse as our own."
Ecclesiastical History of England
Term Paper Resource Guide to Medieval History
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